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1.   Introduction

The researches of Hermite1 on Lame's equation called first attention to the

class of linear differential equations having elliptic function coefficients. Hav-

ing written the equation in the form used by Lamé,

d2x
~Tä = [n (n + 1)k2 sn21 + h] x,

where sn t denotes the ordinary sine amplitude function of modulus k, n a

positive integer, and A any constant, he showed that its fundamental set of

solutions consisted of uniform doubly-periodic functions of the second kind.

He defined a uniform function F (t) as a doubly-periodic function of the

second kind with the periods 2co and 2w' in case it satisfied the two relations

F (t + 2o>) = pF (t),       F(t + 2co') = p'F(t),

u and m' being constants.

The investigation of the class of linear differential equations having elliptic

function coefficients, but restricted to have only uniform solutions in the

vicinity of all the poles, was systematically begun by Picard2 who showed

that, in general, the solutions of such equations are linear combinations of

uniform doubly-periodic functions of the second kind. In a supplementary

note to Picard's paper, Mittag-Leffler3 pointed out the theorem, which is now

known by Picard's name, to the effect that, in all cases in which all the solutions

are uniform, there is at least one solution which is a uniform doubly-periodic

function of the second kind. In making his assumption that the solutions

shall all be uniform in the neighborhood of all the poles, he supposed that the

poles of the coefficients of the differential equations were of such orders that

they should all be singular points of determination for the solutions.   Neces-

* Presented to the Society, March 21, 1913.

1 The numbers refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
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sary and sufficient conditions are known that all the solutions shall be uniform

in the vicinity of such a singular point.

Since Picard many writers have treated the class of linear differential

equations having elliptic function coefficients, some of them making studies

of the solutions of certain particular equations. A list of their treatises and

memoirs is given in the bibliography at the end of this paper. Among the

most important of the memoirs are those by Floquet,6 Stenberg,12 Plemelj,18

and Mercer.20

There are two directions in which Mercer in his paper makes his problem

less restricted than that considered by all earlier writers. In the first place

he does not limit himself to the case in which the coefficients are mere elliptic

functions, but adopts the wider condition that the coefficients shall have for

their singularities a reducible set of points. In the second place he assumes

that the solutions are all uniform when considered as localized in a doubly-

periodic region $ which excludes a region 0 and its congruent regions ob-

tained by shrinking the sides of a pseudo-parallelogram* of periods so as not

to pass over any singularities of the coefficients.

The present investigation has to do only with a system of n linear homo-

geneous differential equations of the first order whose coefficients are elliptic

functions having the common periods 2co and 2co', and having only simple

poles. The hypothesis that the coefficients are elliptic functions, rather than

uniform doubly-periodic functions, which if non-elliptic have essential singu-

larities in the finite portion of the plane, is made in order that, in each common

parallelogram of periods, all the singular points of the solutions shall be

isolated, and, therefore, finite in number. The elliptic functions are restricted

to have only simple poles in order that, in the whole finite portion of the plane

of the independent variable, all the singular points of the solutions shall be

singular points of determination, and in order that use can, therefore, be made

of the general theory of Fuchs respecting the nature of solutions of linear

differential equations in the vicinity of such singular points.

Since n simultaneous differential equations of the first order include one

differential equation of the nth order, the latter being always reducible to the

former, the former is chosen for consideration. All the writers except Picard

and Plemelj have used solely the latter form in their investigations. Picard,

however, considered both forms and Plemelj the former, but, as has already

been observed, they restricted all the solutions to be everywhere uniform.

After specifying in section 2 the explicit form of the differential equations

and some results that follow immediately from the general theory, a hy-

pothesis is made in section 3 as to the character of a solution called the Jth

solution which the differential equations shall be supposed to possess, and as a

* Mercer's paper, section I, 5.
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consequence of this hypothesis two equivalent forms for this Jth solution are

found in section 4. By two different methods a lemma is proved in section 5

which is to the effect that a necessary and sufficient condition that the Jth

solution shall return exactly to itself after its analytic continuation around a

closed path encircling the singular points for a common parallelogram of

periods, is that a certain sum Nj shall be an integer. Conditions for the sum

Nj to be an integer are discussed in section 6. On adding the hypotheses

that all the solutions of the fundamental set of solutions have the character

of the Jth solution, and that all the sums Ni, • • •, Nn are integers, Picard's

theorem for solutions all of which are uniform is extended in section 7 to a

case of multiform solutions. In section 8 a determination is made of a type

of differential equations which possess a certain solution consisting of doubly-

periodic functions of the second kind.

2.   The differential equations and a summary of the general theory

The system of differential equations to be considered is

dx-      n
(1) -it = H^ih(t)xh (i = 1, ••■ , Tí),

al      h=\

in which the coefficients \pih ( t ) are elliptic functions of the independent

variable t, having the common periods 2co and 2co', and having only simple

poles.

Let P denote the pseudo-parallelogram comprising the region of the common

parallelogram of periods with the vertices ^4 = 0, 5 = 2co, C = 2co + 2co',

D = 2co', from the perimeter of which common parallelogram ABCD are

excluded the vertices B, C, D and the sides BC, CD. Since the points in

this pseudo-parallelogram P of finite area which are poles of the n2 elliptic

functions fa^h(t) (i, A = l, ■ ■ ■, n), are isolated, they are finite in number.

Let then h, • ■ •, tm be all the points in P which are poles of the fa^h(t), and

let tf denote the /th one of them.

The expansion of each \j/ih ( t ) in the vicinity of tf has the form

c(/) A
(2) iMO =rJT + cîA + Ec^(i -t,)\

t — tf        *=i

where c(u is zero, if tf is only an ordinary point of \pih (t). Then the relation

of the residues
m

(3) £<#? = o
r=i

holds for every i and A, since the sum of the residues of an elliptic function
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corresponding to its poles in P is zero. It follows by use of Hermite's formula*

for the general expression of an elliptic function in terms of the Weierstrassian

f (t) that each elliptic function ta it) can be written in the form

m

tih(t)   =Ec(fi'f (t-tf)  4-CiK.

The differential equations (1) have then the explicit form

dx-      " r m ~\
ir) -¿¡ = Z[Zc^nt-tf) + Cin^xh    (i = i, •••,«),

which displays the constants ca and the residues c(A', • • •, c',™' for each tait)

corresponding to the points <i, • • •, Un in P. The expressions for the Legendre-

Jacobi elliptic functions snt, cnt, and dnt which have the common periods

4K and 4iK', and which have as simple poles in P the four points %K, 2K4-ÏK',

3iK', and 2K + SiK', in terms of the Weierstrassian function f ( t ), where

2co = 4K and 2co' = 4iK', are given here in order that a system of differential

equations whose coefficients contain linear combinations of snt, cnt, and

dn t can be converted into a system of the explicit form (1'). These expressions

are found by Hermite's formula to be

— Í[r(-í)-rO—í) + r(.-¥)

-r(*- —¥)-•.].

— K-K-t) + K« —ï) + K-t)
-r(«—¥)]■

*i-<.[-r(i-í)-r(i-.-D + r(«-¥)

+r(,-„_^:)+v],

where k is the modulus, r¡ = f ( co ), and ij' = f ( co' ).

The points h, • • •, tm constitute the singular points in P for the solutions

of the differential equations (1), and the points congruent to these points

h, • ■ ■, tm, modulo 2co and 2co', constitute the singular points outside of P.

Let any of the points in the finite portion of the ¿-plane which is congruent to

*E. Goursat, Cours d'Analyse Mathématique, vol. 2 (1911), p. 191.
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tf, modulo 2co and 2co', be denoted by Tf-, then Tf is any one of the points

</+2„M+2l,>M/ (v,v' = 0,1,2, • • • ) in the finite portion of the <-plane, and Tf — tf

when v = v' = 0. All the singular points Tf are singular points of determin-

ation.    Infinity is an essential singularity.

By general theory there exists in the vicinity of every singular point of

determination tf in P at least one solution of the form

(4) ¿Û = (t - tf)r^íla(fP(t - t,)k (> - 1, •••, n),
*=0

where r'f is a root of the indicial equation

ctf - r">î«
df =

i, A = 1, •••,n
0   («u = l; «.-A = 0, t * A),

associated with the singular point tf.   The roots r^ , •• ■, r\P of this indicial

equation d¡ = 0 are all finite, since the coefficient of r(/> is ( — 1 )".

On account of the double periodicity of the fa^k(t) the indicial equation

for every singular point T¡ congruent, modulo 2co and 2co', to t¡ in P is d¡ = 0,

the same indicial equation as for t¡. Hence it follows that there is in the vicin-

ity of every singular point T¡ a solution of the form

(5) x(i9 = (t- TfY-P Z a'tj0 (t-Tf)k       (i = l, • • •, « ),
*=0

where rf and the aff have the same values as in the form (4) for the solution

in the vicinity of tf in P, associated with the root ry°.

The expression for x^ can also be written

(6) *<■? = (t- TfffFÛ (i-i, ...,»),
where

nj = i:^(rT)(t-TfY,
k=0

the symbols ^(ry0) denoting that the coefficients a?' of the power series

P¿P are functions of r(jn.

Two theorems from the general theory which are fundamental in this in-

vestigation are

Theorem I: If the indicial determinant d/ has as elementary divisors

r(/) _ r^/)j ...} r(/) _ r(/)j and if between r'/', ■ • •, r*/5 there is no difference

which is an integer (different from zero), then the differential equations (1)

possess a fundamental set of solutions of the form

x[0 == (t - TfYY'PV, •••,*»,««- T,)WFtf   (i - 1, •••, n),

where the P^' are power series in t — Tf.
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Theorem II: If r\f), r2f), r(/), • • • are simple roots of the indicial equation

df = 0, if the differences r[f) — ri/), r(/) — r3f), • ■ • are positive integers, and

if there are no other roots that differ from them by integers, then there belong

to the exponents é¿), rí/), r(/), • ■ • linearly independent solutions of the form

xYS - (t - Tfy\np/X\

¿£ - (t - TfYPKV +(t- Tf)\f>FlP\og (t -Tf)   (i = i, •••, n),

é¿¿ - (t - WPP® + (t- Tfyrnplog (t - Tf)

+ (t- TYY'nP log2 (t- Tf),

where all the P,y are power series in t — Tf. In order that the solutions

x(/i}, xYi , xYi , • • • shall be free from logarithms the coefficients of the different

powers of log ( t — Tf),

W-ZtfW'Hí-aV)» «-i, ■••,»).
*=0

WP = ïtfW) (t - Tf)",        PfP = ¿ítf'W) (Í - Tf)k,
*=0 t=0

where

gr(W) = Ldr(/)^)(r/)Jr(/)=r(/)'

must be identically zero in t — Tf.   These conditions simplify into the follow-

ing necessary and sufficient conditions that the solutions xYi], x(/2), x(/3),

shall be wholly free from logarithms :

g^-^(r2) =0; « = 1, • ■• , n),

<fr-ri) ( n ) = 0 ;   gT*-* ( n ) = 0,       g't«*~* ( r3 ) = 0 ;

where, for simplicity in writing, ri = //', r2 = r<2/), r3 = r3f),

3.   The hypothesis on the Jth solution

It has been seen from the general theory that there exists in the vicinity of

every singular point Tf at least one solution of the form

(6) ¿£>= (t- TfY'PWP (t-i, ••.,»),

where r(/) is a root of the indicial equation d/ = 0, and where the F¿) are power
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series in t — T¡. The question naturally arises whether the expansions a;(<P

are elements, or branches, of a solution, which will be called the Jth solution,

consisting of multiform monogenic functions xu(t) (i = 1, • ■ ■ , n). Some

examples can be given where such is the case; but they are simple and seem to

indicate that there exists a more general class of differential equations than

the types of these examples, which possess one or more solutions having the

character of the Jth solution. It has not so far been found possible to deter-

mine what are necessary and sufficient conditions on the coefficients of the

system of differential equations (1), in order that they shall be such a class of

differential equations. On account of this lack of knowledge as to the nature

of necessary and sufficient conditions on the ta it) of (1), the hypothesis is

made that the coefficients ta it) are such that the differential equations (1)

shall possess a Jth solution consisting of multiform monogenic functions

X\j it), • • •, x„j it) whose expansions in the vicinity of every singular point

Tf are of the form (6).

4.     TWO EQUIVALENT FORMS FOR THE JTH SOLUTION

By the hypothesis of section 3 the Jth solution has in the vicinity of the

singular point tf the form (6) which has already in (5) been written more

fully in the form

(7) xtti = (t-t/y(/)ït(#p(t-tf)l>     «-i, •••,»>,
*=0

where rl/) is a root of the indicial equation d¡ = 0. It will now be shown

that eft of (7) is uniquely expressible in the form

(8) a£> = e$*j{m Ê VJP (t-t,)k (i = l ,-•-,»),
*=0

in which
m

<pj(t) =T,Wt(t-t/),
r=i

the rS1', • • •, rjrm) being the Jth roots of the indicial equations di = 0, • • ■,

dm = 0, respectively, and the ^ (t — tf) being the Weierstrassian f-function.

In order to show this it is only necessary to show that, when the two forms are

placed equal to each other, the aij-coefficients of (7) are uniquely expressible

in the 6i^-coefficients of (8).

On placing the two forms (7) and (8) equal, there are obtained the identities

in t — tf,

(9) (t - tf)riP £aW (t - tf)k m ef*'Wdt t,bW (t - tf)k
*=0 *=0

(i = 1, ••-,«).
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In the vicinity of the point t¡,

rm

whence it follows that

(10)     ffa(t)dt = & log (t - tf) + log cT + cYJ (t-tf)+ ■■■,

where log éP is the constant of integration.    On substituting (10) in (9) and

simplifying, it is found that

(il) Zaö° (t - tfY - cT e^/«-'/H■••]y,bW (t - tfY
*=0 *=0

(*— 1,  ••• , n),

which can be written

(12) JlaW (t - tfY - cT \ 1 + t,g& (t - tf)"] ±b<ä» (t - tfY
*=o L *=i J *=o

(i = 1,  ••• , n).

Since c(f can be chosen to be unity, one obtains, by equating the coefficients

of the terms in (12) independent of t — tf,

(13) W.-W,       ■•-,      o3P-ii5>,

and, by equating the coefficients of (t — tfY,

(14) <&> = bïï} + & bW + gVlu h<¿P + • • • + & fô-]/)
C* — 1,  ••• , n).

In these equations (13) and (14) the ai%rcoefficients are expressed uniquely

in terms of the o^coefficients, and conversely. Hence the two forms (7)

and (8) are equivalent.

On account of the hypothesis made upon this solution xu(t), • • •, av (t),

the power series

(15) £b?P(t-tfY,       •■■,       ZbW(t-tfY    </-l, .-,«)
*=H *=0

are elements, or branches, of monogenic functions, say £w ( t ), • • •, £nJ ( t ).

Since the power series (15) are finite everywhere in the finite portion of the

i-plane, the functions £w(t), • • •, Znj(t) are finite, and hence holomorphic

in the whole finite portion of the i-plane.   Now since

ft(t- tf) dt = log a (t - tf) + log B™,
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P(/) being an arbitrary constant of integration, it follows that

<pj(t)dt=      UrT Ht - tf) dt = T. {log[a(t-tf)YP + log BT),

and, therefore, that

e^^at = B,\\Uit-tf)fP,

where PJ = TTj=1Py). This arbitrary constant Bj can be chosen to be

unity, since the solution xu ( t ), • ■ ■, x„j ( t ) carries an arbitrary constant

as a multiplier.   Therefore the

Lemma. If the differential equations (1) are such that they possess a

solution consisting of multiform monogenic functions xu ( t ), • • •, xnJ ( t )

whose expansions at the singular points ¿i, • • • , tm in the pseudo-parallelogram

P are of the form (6),

*#= H-tfYPPÛ (i = l,...,n),

the P¿r being power series in t — tf, this Jth solution has the form, namely,

(16) *»it) - J**"hit) (i-1, ...,»),.
where

m

<pjit) =Zrí/)r(í-</),
/=I

and the equivalent form,

m

(17) xtJit)=T[[o-it-tf)]rPl¡ijit) (*-l, —,»),.

the functions hit) being holomorphic in the whole finite part of the ¿-plane.

5.     ON THE ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF THE Jth SOLUTION

Consider the analytic continuation of the Jth solution (16) around a closed

path L enclosing within its interior the singular points h, • ■ •, tm of the pseudo-

parallelogram P. Let an ordinary point Q on L be a starting point for the

analytic continuation. Since the points h, • • •, tm are isolated, the path L

is reconcileable into successive loops, Li from Q around ti back to Q, and so

on, Lm from Q around tm back to Q. Each loop Lf is reconcileable into a circle

Cf whose center is t/, and whose radius is greater than zero and less than the

absolute value of fo — i/ ( A = 1, •••,/— 1, / + 1, • • • ,m), and a path lf,

joining Q and Cf and containing no one of the points h, • ■ •, í/_i, </+i, • • • ,tm.

Since the Jth solution is left unchanged by analytic continuation from Q

along each path If and back to Q, it is necessary only to consider the effect
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of taking the Jth solution around each circle C/ successively. From its expan-

sion (6) in the vicinity of tf,

¿Û = (t - tfYj°Py (i-1, •••,»),

it follows that, after its circuit around the circle C/, the Jth solution is mul-

tiplied by the constant

This being true for the circuit around each circle C¡, the Jth solution, when

continued analytically around all the circles Ci, • • • , Cm, is multiplied by

the constant e2" ~1NJ, where

m

(18) Nj = T.rY\

Since e2n ~1Nj = 1 only when Nj is an integer, there results the

Lemma.    A necessary and sufficient condition that the Jth solution shall

return exactly to itself after its analytic continuation around a path L enclosing

wholly within its interior all the singular points ti, ■ • ■, tm of the pseudo-

parallelogram P is that the sum Nj shall be an integer.

Another proof of this lemma is as follows.   Since

a(i + 2co) = -«*»<*"> er (f),

a(t + 2co') = - e*»'(H^<r(i),

it follows that, by substitution of t + 2co and t + 2co' for t in x¡j ( t ), • • •,

Xnj(t),

(19) Xij(t + 2U) = [- e*<*-)f> ft [ * (t - tf) Y^ $u ( t + 2co )

(i-1,  •■• , n) ,

(20) xtJ (t + 2co') = [ - e2"'^ \»j ft [ a (Í - tf) fl* & (t + 2co').

On substituting t + 2co' for t in (19), and t + 2co for t in (20), it follows also that

(21) xu (t + 2co' + 2co) = [ - e2i«+2«'+«)+21|'«+"') j*>

xHo-(t-tf)Y'   Ç,j(t + 2a' + 2a)   (*-l. •••»»)•
/=i

(22) xu ( t + 2co + 2co' ) = [ - ^W*W*W-> J*>

xlUítí-t)]'' f„(í + 2co + 2co').
i=i
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Since the functions hit) are holomorphic, it is evident that

h it 4-2o3' 4-203) = h it + 2co + 2co')    (¿ = 1, ••-, n).

In order that

av(i + 2co' + 2co) = xu it + 2co + 2co')     (i-1, ••-,»),

it is necessary in (21) and (22) to have

g4T)0)'Nj   _   e4ri'oiiVj.

which can be written

g4(>|oi'-i)'u)J^   _   Y .

By use of Legendre's formula* the relation e2" ~lNJ = 1 is again obtained

which holds only if the sum Nj is an integer.

6.   On the sum Nj

Since it is not known what are necessary and sufficient conditions on the

ta it) in order that the differential equations (1) shall possess a Jth solution

of the form (16), viz.,

Xijit) =ef^m^it) (i-1,..,»),

where
m

<pAt) =Hrjnnt-tf),

and where the hit) are holomorphic everywhere in the whole finite part of

the <-plane, it is therefore not known what are necessary and sufficient condi-

tions that the sum Nj shall be an integer. The following examples and dis-

cussion give, however, some information as to what are not sufficient condi-

tions, and as to what are sufficient but not necessary conditions, in order

that a sum Nj shall be an integer. Finally, an example 4 makes more

explicit a difficulty which besets the investigation, viz., the difficulty of de-

termining whether or not solutions in the vicinities of the singular points

ti, • • •, tm in P of the form (5)

a#> = (t-tfY^'ia^it-tf)"   « = 1, •••,n;/-l, ••-, m),
*=o

are elements, or branches, of a set of multiform monogenic functions

Xu(t), •••, Xnjit) which have the expansions (5) in the vicinities of the

points <i, •••, tm in P.

The first example will show that the hypothesis of Theorem I, section 2 on a

* E. Goursat, Cours d'Analyse Mathématique, vol. 2 (1911), p. 187.
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set of indicial determinants di, • • •, dm are not sufficient to insure that a sum

Nj shall be an integer.

Example 1.   Take the indicial equations to be

di =
- 1 - r«>,    0

-2,    V-l-r«
= 0,   di =

1 - r(2>,    - V^T

1,    - V^T - r<»
o,

¿3   =

- r«>,     V- 1

1,    - r<3>
= 0.

Their oefficiencs satisfy the relations (3), viz.,

E <«>o «, h = 1, 2),
/=i

and their roots are -1, V^T; 0, 1 - V-1; |v2(l+V-l),

— |V2(l+\— 1), respectively. The roots being simple, the elementary

divisors of the determinants di, d2, di are simple. There is for each pair of

roots no difference which is an integer. So the hypothesis of Theorem I,

section 2 is fulfilled, but there is evidently no way to add the roots such that

either sum Ni or N2 shall be an integer.

In case the hypothesis of Theorem II, section 2, is fulfilled for each one of

the indicial equations di,  •••, dm, where all the roots ry*\  •••, r^'; •••;

r(;
»>)

rcnm) are integers, all the sums Ni, • • •, Nn are integers.   Only in

this case and under the further conditions that all the solutions are free from

logarithms are all the solutions uniform.    If not all the roots of the indicial

equations di, • ■ ■ ,dm are integers, then a sum Nj may or may not be an integer,

as is shown by the two following examples.

Example 2.   Let the indicial equations be

di = 0,    d2 =
1 - r(1>,    0

2,    -1-r«

- 3 - r<3>,    - 2

1,    - 2 - r<3>
d3 =

2 - r(2>,    2

1,    3 - r»

= 0.

= 0,

Their coefficients satisfy the relations

£c(/A> = o «, * = 1,2),
/=i

and their roots are 1, - 1; 1,4; \ ( -5 + V- 7), | ( - 5 - V- 7). The

roots are simple and the first two pairs differ by integers, but there is no

way to add them such that either sum A\ or A^2 shall be an integer.
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Example 3.    Consider the indicial equations

di =
- 2 - r(1),   0

-l + V^T, -V^T- ■d)

l_r(3)>       V-   1

1,    V^l - r<3>
= 0,

=0, d2 =

di ■

l+J^Ä-r™, -1-V-l

0,    -l-r(2>

- V^l - r(4>,    1

121

= 0,

-V^i,  i - .(4)

= 0.

Their coefficients satisfy the relations ]£/=i cf/J = 0 (i, A = 1, 2).   Their

roots are

t?» = - 2,   r2» = - V- 1;       rf = 1 + a/- 1,   r(22) = - 1;

rf = 0,   r(23) = 1 + V^l;       r« = 1 - aPT,   r24> = 0,

respectively, each pair of which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem I,

section 2, and both of whose sums JVi = 2/=i r\f) ano1 ̂ 2 = £/=i r(/) are zero.

If the differential equations (1) possess a Jth solution of the form (16), a

sufficient condition for the sum Nj to be zero is found as follows. On sub-

stituting the solution (16) in the differential equations (1) and using the

expansions (4) of the xu ( t ) in the vicinity of tf, there are obtained, by equating

the coefficients of ( t — tf )_1, the to sets of equations

(23)
A=l

(i = 1,  ••• , n;f = 1 ;  ••• , m) ,

where ohh = 1 and 8^ = 0 (i 4= A).   Suppose now that the a^P oí (23) satisfy

the conditions

(24) «C-fco»/'   (*-i. —,»;/-i, •••,«),

where ci, • ■ • , qm are constants not zero.   Then, after dividing out ffi, • • • , qm,

the equations (23) are

(25) Y.W2 -ifSih]e^ = 0    «-1, -,»;/-l, -,«).

On summing the equations (25) with respect to /, they become, after inter-

changing the order of the sums,

(26) ±\±ic$-tfoik)]aW = 0
A=l L /=1 J

(t = 1, ••-,«).

Every non-diagonal coefficient of the affl in (26) is zero, since Xc$ = 0
f=i
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(i, h = 1, • • • , n), and since 5,7, = 0 (i =)= A).    Then, since ôhh = 1, the

equations (26) become

whence it follows that

E(cü?-1^)0^ = 0
/=1

Z(c^-r</')=0

because at least one of the a^ is distinct from zero.    Since

£<*? = o

(A-l,

(* -1,

(*-l,

n),

n),

n),
/=i

tf, = Z
/=1

o.

Therefore the conditions (24) on the a^p imply that the sum Nj is zero.

That these conditions (24) are not necessary conditions for a sum Nj

to be zero is shown by example 3, because the Ni and N2 are both zero, while

the a'°p, defined by the equations

¿[<#? - tfia] a$P = 0  « = 1, 2;/ - 1, 2, 3, 4),
A=l

do not satisfy the conditions (24) for either j = 1 or j = 2. In example 4

it is found that all the sums Nj are zero, and that the afp satisfy the conditions

(24)forj = 1, •••,«.

Example 4. Let the coefficients of the differential equations (1) have only

two points, ¿i and t2, in P as poles. The differential equations can then be

written

dx-      n
(27) ¿j-E|e«[r(«-<i) - t(t-tî)] + cih}xh   «-1, n),

The indicial equations are

c« - r(1) 5,7,
di

i, A = 1, , n
= 0,       d2 =

-c'ih - r(2) 5,7,

i, A = 1, • ••, n
= 0,

and their roots satisfy the relations r<2) = — r^ (j = 1, • • • , n), whence

Nj^^rj- if) 0 (j = 1,  •••, n).
/=i

Suppose there exist in the vicinities of <i and <2 fundamental sets of solutions

of the form (4).    Then the sets of equations (23), belonging to h and t2, are,
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respectively,

(28) £[c« - rj»ôih]aZl) = 0 (i,j = 1, •••, »),
A=l

(29) tf[-c'ih -rf 6A]a%*> = 0.
*=i

On replacing rf by — rf and changing signs throughout, the set of equations

(29) becomes

(30) ¿[<4 - rfoih\a^ = 0 (f, j = 1, ••-,«).
h=l

From comparison of (28) and (30), it is evident that the a^1' and the a("2)

satisfy the conditions

(31) $P= qfdhf (h,j = l, •••«;/ = 1,2),

which are precisely the conditions (24) for j = 1, • • • , n.

Even in this ideal case where the differential equations (1) have only two

poles in P, where in the vicinity of the poles the fundamental sets of solutions

x^J and x'-fj ( i, j = 1, • • •, n ) are wholly free from logarithms, and where the

a£f and the alA"2) satisfy the conditions (24) for j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n, it is not known

whether or not one of the solutions of the fundamental set x^j and one of the

solutions of the fundamental set a;(?' are elements, or branches, of a set of

multiform functions of the character supposed for the Jth solution in section 3.

7.   Extension of Picard's theorem to a case of multiform solutions

Picard's theorem for the case in which all the solutions are everywhere

uniform has been stated in the introduction, section 1. A corresponding

theorem is true for the case of n multiform solutions each of which has the

character of the Jth solution (16), and which constitute a fundamental set of

solutions. The Theorems I and II, section 2 give necessary and sufficient

conditions in order that there shall exist in the vicinity of every singular point

Tf a fundamental set of solutions which are wholly free from logarithms.

Just as in example 4, section 6, it is not at present known what are further

necessary and sufficient conditions on the coefficients ta it) in order that the

differential equations (1) shall possess a fundamental set of solutions having

the character of the Jth solution (16). The theorem as it is proved is as fol-

lows:

Theorem: If the differential equations (1) possess a fundamental set of

solutions which have the form

(32) xa it) - J*M" h it) (i, j = 1, ••• , n),
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the sums Nj = Z/=i rp ( J — 1 » • ' * > n ) being integers, and the functions

£,-y (t) being holomorphic in the whole finite portion of the i-plane, then there

exists a solution

Xi(t),       •••,       Xn(t)

which consists of doubly-periodic multiform functions of the second kind, that

is, which satisfy the relations

Zt-(i + 2co) = pXi(t)

Xi(t + 2a>') = p'Xt(t),

«-1, n),

where p and p' are constants.

The method of proof by E. W. Barnes15 of Picard's theorem in the case

where all the solutions are everywhere uniform is adopted here.

The differential equations (1) being unchanged when t + 2« is written for

t, it follows from the fundamental set of solutions (32) that

(33) xa ( t + 2co ) ( *. 3 - 1 » n)

is a fundamental set of solutions.   The differential equations being unchanged

when t + 2co' is written for t, it follows that

(34) Xij(t + 2co') (i.i-1. ■••,»)

is also a fundamental set of solutions.    In the same way it follows that

(35) xn(t + 2co' + 2co)    and    x{J ( t + 2co + 2co' )    (i, j = 1, ■•• , n)

are fundamental sets of solutions.

The fundamental sets of solutions (33) and (34) are, by general theory, ex-

pressible linearly in terms of the fundamental set (32) by relations of the form

(i, j » 1, ■•• , n),

(36)

both determinants,

xa (t + 2co) = Y^Xih (t)ahj
A=l

n

xii(t + 2a') =2>»(0fty,

(37)
<Xkj

h,j= 1, , n
and

ßhi

h,j = l, n

being distinct from zero.    When all the sums Ni, • • • , Nn are integers, it
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follows, by the Lemma of section 5, that

Xa it + 2co' + 2co) = Xij it 4- 2o3 + 2co')    (t., j = 1, • • • n ),

and, therefore, that the two substitutions of (35) are commutative, whence

n n

(38) £ oía ßhj = Yj ßa oihj (», 3 " 1 ,•••,»),
A=l A=l

Suppose now that

Xlit),       •••,      Xnit)

is a solution so chosen that

(39) Xiit4-2o3) = ßXiit) (i = l,...,n),

ß being a constant.    Since
n

(40) Xi(t) =T,Xikit)'Kh (¿ = l,..-,n),
A=l

it follows that

n n      n n

(41) Jlxifit 4- 2co)Xy = Z) luxait) ahi\j = it£a;,y(OXy
j=l j=l A=l y=l

(i = 1, • • • , n ),

whence the ratios of the constants Xi, • • • , X„ are determined by the equations

n

(42) Z a;y X,-= p.Xi (i-1, •••,»)
j=i

which are linear and homogeneous in the X,-.

Take now
n

(43) Ph = Zj3ÄyXy (A-l, ■■■,n);
i=i

then
n n      n

(44) Z a* Pa = Z S «iA Pa,- Xy ( t = l, ■ • •, n ).
a=i a=i y=i

On applying in succession the equations (38), (42), and (43) in the right

members of the equations (44), it results that

n n       n n

HoiihPh = 2 £ ßa «Ay Xy = £ ßa mXa
A=l A=l y=i A=l

n

(45) = ß Z /3,a Xa , for ß is a constant,
A=l

= ßPi (t-l,..-,n).

The comparison of the equations (42) in the X,-,

n

S OCij \j = ß\i ( t = 1,  • ■ ■ , n )
í=i

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 0
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with the equations (45) in the pi,

¿2 an pj = ppi ( i = 1, • • • , n ),
i=i

shows that there exists some constant p' such that

Pi = p'^i ( i = 1 , • ■ • , n ) .

Hence, from equations (43),

Wherefore it follows that

£ ßij Ay = p' \i ( i = 1 ,  • ■ • , n ) .
y=i

X¿(í + 2co') = /i'Xf(í) «-1, •••,«)

The proof of Picard's theorem is thus completed for a case of multiform

solutions.

8.     ON THE DETERMINATION OF A TYPE  OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS  WHICH

POSSESS   A   CERTAIN   SOLUTION   CONSISTING   OF   DOUBLY-PERIODIC

FUNCTIONS OF THE SECOND KIND

In the problem of this section there is added the hypothesis that, in the

Jth solution (16), viz.,

xu(t) = e^j(t)dt lu(t) <i-i, ...,n),

where fa (t) =£7«, rp f (t - t,), the £w (*), • • •, *w (Í) are doubly-

periodic functions of the second kind, that is, that they satisfy the

relations

£u(* + 2co) = pj^(t) (¿ = 1, .... n)

£u(i + 2w') -Mj6/(0>

where Mj and M/ are constants.

A general expression of a uniform doubly-periodic function* F (t) oí the

second kind having the periods 2co and 2co' and having the constant multi-

pliers m and m' , is

F(t)=ae><I^rÛnt),

a being an arbitrary constant, II (t) the H-iunction of the Jacobi G-functions,

\p ( t ) an elliptic function with the periods 2co and 2co', and s and t0 defined by

the relations

s = Ta\ogp,

to = —p= (co log m' - co' log m) •
7T\—  1

Appell et Lacour, Théorie des Fonctions Elliptiques, p. 328.
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It has just as many zeros as poles.    Since the hit) have no poles, they have

then no zeros.    The F ( t ) which has no poles nor zeros reduces to

Fit) = aeH.

Therefore, by the hypothesis on the hit), it follows that

hit) = aue'^ (t = l, •••,«),

where the au are constants, and where Sj satisfies the relation

Sj=^l0gßj.

It will now be determined what the conditions on the coefficients of the

differential equations (1') are in order that they shall possess a Jth solution

of the form

(46) xa(t) = aaJ*jl,V,e^ « = 1, •••,»).

On substituting this solution (46) in the differential equations (1'), ex-

panding f it — tf) in powers of t — tf, and then equating the coefficients of

(< — tf)~l, all this being done for every /, the m + 1 sets of n linear homo-

geneous equations in the au, • • •, a„j,

n

HWÍh  -TToa]ahj= 0     (t=l, ..-, n;f=l, ••-,«),
»=i

(47)
n

Yl [ °a — Sj öih ] ahJ = 0,

are obtained.

Since, in each set of (47), the number of equations is equal to the number of

au, a necessary and sufficient condition for solutions other than au = aw

= ' ' ' = anj = 0 is that the determinants of the coefficients be zero. There-

fore the following equations are obtained,

d/j =
¿f) _ r(/) x..cih       tj   °a

i, A = 1, • • • , n
(48)

Cih    —   Sj Oih

doj =
i, A = 1, • • •, n I

= 0      (/=!,-••,m;/ = l, ■••, n).

= 0.

In order that these to + 1 sets of equations (47) in ou, • • •, anJ shall have

their solutions unique other than aw = a2J = • • • = a^ = 0, it is necessary

that the rank of the determinants (48) be n — 1, and that the m + 1 sets of

ratios of their corresponding n2 first minors be equal. A necessary and

sufficient condition in order that the rank of the to + 1 determinants (48)
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be n — 1 is that for every / the indicial determinant d¡ have as a simple ele-

mentary divisor r(/) — ry°, and that the determinant d0 have as a simple

elementary divisor s — Sj.

By (17), another form of this Jth solution .(46) is

<49) xu(t) = auTl[a (t - t^Yj ev «
j=i

On substituting t + 2co and t + 2co' for t in (49), it follows that

xu(t + 2co) = [ - e2"(i+"> 1*>ev* xu (i)        « = l

x{J(t + 2ù>') = [- e2"'^ f' e2'-"»' xu(t).
<50)

n).

n),

In order that xu (t), • • •, x„j (t) shall be doubly-periodic functions of the

second kind, the sum Nj = X)j=i rp must be zero. That the Nj is zero fol-

lows directly from the equations (47) in which the aM satisfy the conditions

(24), which are sufficient for Nj to be zero.    Hence the following

Theorem: If the determinants di, • • •, dm, d0 have as simple elementary

divisors r°' — ry}, • • •, r(m) — /j"', s — sJt respectively, and if the m + 1

sets of ratios of the corresponding n2 first minors of the determinants du,

"' i dmj, dgj are equal, then the system of differential equations (1') possesses

the solution

xu(t) = e-Ç*jWdte>S .(»-1, ...,n),

where fa, ( t ) = X/=i ¿P K (t — tf), which consists of multiform doubly-

periodic functions of the second kind.

An illustration of the foregoing theorem is furnished by the differential

equations

dxi
-^ = [^i(t) + 7]xi + [fa(t) -9]x2,

dx2

dt ifa(t) -±]xi + [fa(t) + 7]x2,

where

ti(t) =i[f(<-íi) -nt-ti)],

h(t) _ i [t(t-ti) -2{(t-U) + t(t-h)].

The indicial equations di, d2, d3 and the equation d0 are

di =

d3 =

1   — r(D
,\

i   4- - r(1)

i    - r(3>

d2 == 0,

= 0,       di =

r(2)      ._   1

_ Z     _  1
9 ' Z

r(2)

= 0,

7-5, -9

-4,7-«
= 0,
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whose roots are rf = * + 1, rf = i - 1; rf = - ¿ - ¿, r(22) - - * + J;

r\3) = ^, r(23) = — g ; Si = 1, «2 = 13, respectively.    Two solutions are

xn it) = 3d c^*l(1)<ii e<, a-21 (Í) = 2oi e^l(,)dt ««,

a-i2(i) = 3a2 /*2(,)<" e13t,       x22it)= -2a2 e^'M)dt e™„

where

0i (0 = <M0 + ihM0,

<l>2Ít) =tiit) - <h*(0.

and they constitute a fundamental set.   The a;,,- ( t ) are multiform doubly-

periodic functions of the second kind, for they satisfy the relations

Xij it 4- 2co) = ßj Xij(t) («, j - 1, 2),

a;iy(< + 2co') = ß'jXait),

where jm = e2", ß{ = e2m', ß2 = e26", ß2 = e26™'.
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